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Abstract 
A set of axioms for defining a matroid in terms of its bases is given by the Steinitz exchange 
lemma. In this paper, we show these axioms are not independent, and find a subcollection 
defining the same structure. 
A special motivation is given by the GraBmann variety and by oriented matroids, where we 
present improved versions of known results. 
A reduction in Steinitz exchange lemma 
The set ~' of bases of a linear space, as to the combinatorial viewpoint, is 
characterized by the Steinitz exchange lemma: Given any two bases B, B'~,~, it holds: 
S(B,B') :  Vx~B\B '  3y~B' \B :B \{x}U{y}eg~.  
This structure forms a matroid; more precisely, if E= {1,2 . . . . .  n} and 04 :9~c2 E
verifies the lemma, we say ~' is a matroid on E. This means that, for a given field K, 
if ff. . ,cK(,") is the Graf lmann variety over K (of rank r on E) and -7~ff .... then 
~(E) :={{21,22  .. . . .  2 ,}=EI3(21 ,22  . . . . .  2,}4:0} is a matroid. We recall that 
Se(~,,,  means exactly -7(21,22 .. . . .  2 ,}=det(Xz l ,Xz2 . . . . .  Xzr ) for some element 
X = (X I ,  X2 . . . . .  X , )eK ' " ,  which, on the other hand, occurs if and only if p(-7)= 0~for 
every GraBmann-Plf icker polynomial p [7]. 
n 
Unsurprisingly, it may happen, for 0 4: ~ e K(r), that ~'(~) is a matroid but ,7 ¢ ft,,,; 
however, in this case we must have p(-7)4:0 even for some three-termed 
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GraBmann-Plficker polynomial p, according to [8, 6]. Note this number of terms is as 
small as possible. For an algebraic proof of this fact, see [3]. Now, p(~)=0 for every 
three-termed GraBmann-Plficker polynomial p means that S(B,B') holds for all 
B, B '~ =~(~)  with # (BAB')=4. An additional condition for ~ to be a matroid (of 
course weaker than S(B, B') for every B, B 'e~)  is presented in this paper. We prove 
namely the following. 
Theorem. Let 0%Mc2 e be such that # (B)=r for every B~.  Then ~ is a (rank r) 
matroid on E if and only if: 
(T1) for every B,B' E~ with #(BAB')=4,  S(B,B') holds; 
(T2) there exists B' 6M such that S(B,B') holds for all B6~. 
With the previously cited result of [8], we obtain immediately the following 
corollary. 
Corollary 1. 0 :~6K( ," )  is a point in the GraBmann variety ~#.,, if and only if 
(1) For every three-termed GraBmann-Plficker polynomial p, p(W)= O, 
(2) There exists B' 6~(w-) such that S(B,B') holds for all B~(w-) .  
A similar phenomenon occurs when we consider a chirotope X~ { - 1, 0, + 1 }(,") - -  i.e. 
an oriented matroid viewed in terms of its bases [5] - -  where again the set of bases 
~(X):={{21,)~2 . . . . .  2,}cE[z(21,)~z,... ,2r):~0} is a matroid. We recall that 
X e { - 1,0, + 1 } is a chirotope if and only if, for every GraBmann-P1/icker polynomial 
p, p=ml  + .." +ms in reduced form, X verifies the corresponding GraBmann-Plficker 
relation: either the set Sp(X):={ml(x) . . . . .  ms(x)} equals {0} or contains { -1 ,  + 1}. 
Again, we know by [4] that if ~(X) is a matroid then only the three-termed 
GraBmann-Plficker relations have to be tested (see also [3, 1]) and this means that 
S(B,B') holds for all B ,B '~=~' (~)  with #(BAB')=4.  Thus, we also have the 
following result. 
Corollary 2. 0~{-  1,0, + i}(,") is a chirotope if and only if: 
(1) Z verifies every three-termed GraBmann Plficker relation, 
(2) there exists B' ~(X  ) such that S(B,B') holds for all Be~(Z).  
Note that we may still replace in our theorem Condition (T2) by 
(T2') There exists B' 6~ such that S(B,B') holds for all B~ with # (BAB')>4. 
The set of axioms that we obtain in this condition is now minimal in the following 
sense: Fix the set B'cE,  and let B"cE  be any set with #(B" )=r= #(B'), and 
# (B"AB')>4. We can define Mc2 E so that both Condition (T1) and, with the only 
exception of B = B", Condition (T2') are fulfilled, and yet ~ is not a matroid: just define 
~ = {B', B"). 
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Proof. It follows immediately from the definitions that (T1) and (T2) are valid for 
every matroid. For the converse, we suppose (T1) and (T2) hold and yet 9~ is not 
a matroid. We assume w.l.o.g, that in (T2) B'= {1, 2 . . . . .  r}, and so there exists (a 
unique) k,r<k<~n, for which ~x:={B~9~lBc{1,2  . . . . .  k - l}}  is a matroid, but 
M2 := {BEMIB c { 1,2 ..... k} } is not. Let of  be the set of hyperplanes of N'I contain- 
ing a maximal independent subset I for which Iu{k}¢~. We shall consider an 
extension ~ of N'a by k (i.e. a matroid on { 1,2 ..... k } with N'~ ~ ~1) such that H e oug if 
and only if k belongs to the closure of H in ~.  Note that if 9~ z were a matroid, then it 
would be ~2 = ~,  and I u {k } ¢9~ for every maximal independent subset I of H e of. 
We shall prove that he same holds under conditions (T1) and (T2), and such 
a matroid N'~ exists. In comparing ~2 with 9~, thus necessarily different, we find a set 
which will be proven in contradiction with (T2). 
Let I and J be two maximal independent subsets of Heof ,  with Iw{k} ~.  Since 
N'I is a matroid (and so it is its restriction to H), by the Steinitz lemma applied to the 
latter matroid there exists a sequence Ix, ...,I~ of maximal independent subsets of 
H with I a = I, Is = J, and # (Ii ni l+ x) = r -  2. Therefore, in order to prove J u { k }~,  
we only consider the case where # (InJ)=r-2. 
Let {i}=l\J, {j} =J\I, and let le{1,2 . . . . .  k -  1}\H; thus, A=Iu{1}~. Assume, 
contrary to our claim, that B=Jw{k}e~. As # (AA B)=4, in applying (T1) to A and 
B we find, since lu{j}¢~ as Iw{j}cH, that l u{k}~,  a contradiction. Hence 
J 
Now, note that, by [2], the existence of such an extension 9~ depends exactly on 
being of a modular cut: For every Hx,H2eof with rank (HI nH2)=r - -2 ,  and every 
hyperplane H3 = Ha ni l2,  it must be H3 • of. Let us prove this property: take a maxi- 
mal independent subset A of Hxc'~H2, and let hgeHikClosure(A), for i = 1,2, 3. By our 
previous argument, H3eof  if and only if Aw{h~,k}¢9~. But this property holds by 
(T1), since Au{hl,h2}~ but Au{h,,k}¢~, for i= 1,2. 
Now, let Be~2AM'2 ~0. We prove kEB, and that B\{k} is not an independent set in 
~x: k~B, since ~2n2 II ..... k -~}=~n21~ ..... k - l} : ,~  a. Now, if A=Bk{k} is indepen- 
dent, let H be the hyperplane of~a it generates. The validity of the condition H~of  is 
equivalent both to the validity of B¢~2 and that of B¢~'z, which is contradiction to 
the assumption that B~9~2A~'z. 
Hence A is dependent, and so B¢~.  Therefore, B~z  ~9~, but 
Bk{k}w{l} = A u{l}¢~ for any It{l ,  2 ..... k -  1 } ~ B'. Since this is an contradiction 
with (T2), it is the argument we need to conclude our proof. [] 
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